This paper studies the point location problem in Delaunay triangulations without preprocessing and additional storage. The proposed procedure finds the query point simply by "walking through" the triangulation, after selecting a "good starting point" by random sampling.
Introduction
Point location is one of the classical problems in computational geometry and has various applications of practical relevance, e.g., in the areas of geographic information systems (GIS) or computer-aided design and engineering (CAD/CAE). The problem is well studied in the computational geometry literature and several theoretically optimal algorithms have been proposed. Unfortunately, algorithms that are optimal in theory do not necessarily yield to good practical performance. This is also true in the case of point location, mainly because of the necessary preprocessing time and additional storage requirements. Permission to make digitallbard copies of all or peti of thh material for personal or classroom use is granted witbout fee provided that the copies are not made or dhributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, tbe title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of the ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to mpubliah, to post on servers or to redletribute to lists, requires apecitlc oermieaion andlor fee. Computational Geometry'96, Philadelphia PA, USA @ 1996 ACM &897? l_804_5/9(j/05." .$3.50
The best known practical algorithm uses "bucketing" and is due to Asano et al. [AEI+85] .
It achieves optimal logarithmic time complexity; however, it, too, requires some extra preprocessing, especially within each bucket, and additional storage. Actual engineering implementations also often use tree structures to guide the point location, e.g., the "alternating digital tree" described in Bonet and Peraire [BP91] .
Obviously they, as well, require building and maintaining additional data structures. Here, we will discuss a technique that is efficient in practice, uses no preprocessing time, no additional storage, and, as a bonus, could not be easier to implement.
The point location problem in its full generality deals with locating query points in arbitrary subdivisions.
This work, however, focuses on point location in triangulations (in fact, the analysis is even further restricted to Delaunay triangulations of random points). This is justified because regions of arbitrary subdivisions can be triangulated; moreover, the query problem in triangulations itself occurs quite frequently in practice, e.g., in mesh generation and finite-element analysis (FEA).
Simple walk-through. The basic idea is straightforward and not at all new; it goes back to early papers on constructing Delaunay triangulations in 2D and 3D
[GS78, Bow81]. The underlying assumption is that the Delaunay triangulation V of a set X c lRd of n points is given by an internal representation such that constanttime access between neighboring simplices (i.e., triangles for d = 2, tetrahedral for d = 3) is possible. This can be achieved by using, e.g., the 2D quad-edge data struc- 
Locate the simplex containing q by traversing all simplices intersected by the line segment (Y, q).
Step (3), i.e., the simple walk-through, can be implemented in constant time per simplex visited, once the initial simplex, intersected by L and incident to %tart-ing point" Y, is determined. In the following, we extend both results to Ei3, showing that jump-and-walk point location in spatial Delaunay triangulations of n random points has an expected running time of O (d(n) 1/4 nl/4 (log n/ log log n)3i4), where J(n) denotes the expected degree of a Delaunay vertex. A result of Bern et al.
[BEY91] on the expected rnazimum degree would give d(n) = O (log n/ log log n). On the other hand, Dwyer [Dwy91] shows that b(n) = O(1) for any fixed dimension d, assuming that the points are chosen uniformly at random in a d-dimensional ball. In any case, it is always a fair assumption that Delaunay triangulations occurring in problems of practical relevance are only of linear size (rather than worst-case quadratic size), and we can immediately argue that d(n) is constant for all practical purposes, yielding an expected running time close to O (nl i4 ). This compares well to the theoretically optimal O(log n) bound, at least for practical sizes of input data; e.g., n114/ log2 n < 2.5, for n in the range up to 107. sets ranging from n = 1000 to 50000. Our tests confirm that the method is efficient in practice, and is also comparable with the optimal O (log n), at least in the above range, which seems to be of most relevance for practitioners in GIS and CAD. We select now two positive numbers kl and kz with kl < kz such that the following holds.
Consider the situation described in Figure 1 . We have a circle of radius Oq = 1/2 centered at a point O. The two spokes qr and qs are of length kI and form a 45°angle. A ball Al of diameter k2 is attached at the end of qr; a similar ball A2 is attached at the end of qs. The ball Al is tangent to the line Oq. We begin with assigning to kl and kz two values such that kl + kz < 1/2 and such that the ball A2 lies in the interior of the ball 23(0, 1/2). We will add further restrictions to lcl and k2 when necessary below.
Let 1 be a positive number. We define an l-spindle to be a geometric object composed of an axle surrounded by 8 concentric little balls: Let z, v, $1, ..., % be points of lR3. We let 1 = d(x, y) denote the distance between x and y. Let S be any l-spindle whose axle is xy. Let Al,..
., A8 be the 8 balls of the associated wheel. We fix k3 to be (one of) the value(s) just tound. Let xtz be a triangle incident to x and crossing the ball Z?(y, k31). Let P1 denote the plane defined by xtz.
We now set out to prove that the canonical ball I?(ztz) contains at least one ball Ai in each of its PIhernispheres. We now specialize y' to be a point in the intersection of tz and B(y, k31). By the discussion in the base case above, 13(zy't) contains at least one ball Ai in each of its Pi-hemispheres.
We conclude that B(xtz) similarly contains at least one ball Ai in each of its Pi-hemispheres.
In summary, we have established that, for every triangle ztz incident to z and crossing the ball L?(y, ksl), the canonical ball l?(xtz) contains at least one ball A; in each of its Pi-hemispheres.
The following application of Lemma 3 closes the argument:
no triangle xtz incident to s and crossing the ball f3(y, k31) is a Delaunay face when all 8 balls Al, ..., A8 each contain a point zj. Let is not always recognized and leads to frequent mistakes in the literature.
We I+ II+ III+ IV.
The fact that Xl is drawn from an (a,~)-measure implies that 1 = P [ k3L < r] s (4/3)~m(r/k~)3 . Also
Iv~8e-tn-lJ~"~, which is exponentially small with n sufficiently large. We now turn to 111. Note first that 
We now turn to expression II = P [ SX,~C, Xl has one of its incident Delaunay faces intersecting Z?(y, r) ].
The majoration of 11 will involve showing that only "local" vertices Xl have a Delaunay face extending to y.3
We will use this general fact in the vicinity of the boundary 8C of C. Part of our assumptions is that C has low curvature.
Therefore, at the very small distances that we consider, 8C appears flat. We will take advantage of this fact and model locally the boundary 8C to be a plane P: C appears locally like a half-plane U.4
To simplify we set K = 2(k1 + k2 ) and recall that K <1.
Recall also that we defined Sxl to be any arbitrary, externally fixed, spindle whose axle is yX1: Sx, is not uniquely determined by X1. For every X1 define S~l to be the 3-dimensional "tire" span by Sx, when rotating around its axle. S~l is uniquely determined by Xl (along with y, K) and contains Sx, so that, clearly, {Sxl $Z'U} S {S~l $Z L'}. TO further simplify introduce S~l to be the following (simpler) object. S~l is composed of (i) the axle Xly, and (ii) a circle of diameter K, the wheel, perpendicular to Xly whose center is the mid-point q of Xl y. We sometimes write S~l (K) to emphasize the value of K. Furthermore, let P be a plane, (Y @ P), let U denote the 'P-half-space to which y belongs, and let h denote the distance d(y, P) from y to P.
We only consider points X in U and say that the spindle S$1 crosses P if its wheel crosses P. As before, we set L = d(xl, y).
Claim:
The following is true: Consider a given value of L.
It is clear that, if an L-spindle S.O crosses P, then every L-spindle SZ with z 6 P does also cross P.
To prove impossibility results we can therefore consider only x e P. We define K' 2'~~K2.
We also set K" =' 2K' -1. We need the following claim. The situation is presented in Figure  6 . The ball L?(z, t, z, u) cuts minimally U only when (i) x is on the boundary P, (ii) when g' is on the boundary of l?(z, t, z, u), and (iii) when the center o of B(z, t, z, u) is such that the plane xoy' is perpendicular to P. We therefore consider the situation within plane xoy', as in The only technical difference is that they bound the first probability by l/n2 instead of l/n4. We show here that 1/n4 is similarly valid.
A careful reading of their proof shows that we only need to establish that, with probability at least 1 -l/n4, the maximum Delaunay edge length is O ((log n/n) 1i3).5 We compute: Let Bz denote the event {vi, dO(X,) S c" log n/ log log n}. Then Bz is also equal to {Vi, tetrahedron-d" (X,) s Kc" log n/ log log n} and Lemma 8 implies P[B2]~l/n3.
We Bz] log n/ log log n s Kc" EINI] log n/ log log n < Kc" (b + Crzrlzls + A?-3 ) log n/ log log n . On
Consider n points XI,..., Xn drawn independently from an (a, ,@-mea,sure over a bounded con- is bounded by the sum of the number of intersections with these circles. By Corollary 9, the expected number of intersections with each of these circles is bounded by K log n/ log log n for some constant K. Hence:
Proof of Theorem 1: We have in mind to apply Theorem 2 to the segment L = qY.
We are faced with two difficulties.
First, both Y and L are defined in terms of Yl,. ... Ym and are therefore not independent Ofxl, . . ..xn. Second, Y can possibly be within distance C4(log n/n) 113 from the boundary tlC. We will solve the first difficulty by considering a slightly different Delaunay triangulation with respect to which L is independent. We will solve the second difficulty by showing that Y is with high probability at distance of at least cA(logn/n)li3 from t3C.
Let us first recall that q and Y are defined in very different ways. The condition that they be "far enough" from the boundary must therefore be handled differently.
The query point q is not in the control of the algorithm.
It is instead decided externally and the algorithm is claimed to perform well for all admissible choices of q. Thus, the assumption "q is at distance of at least nljls from OC" is merely a restriction on the set of query points against which the algorithm has to measure. On the other hand, the point Y is chosen randomly, as described in the algorithm on page 2. The fact that "Y is at distance of at least C4(log n/n) 1/3 from 6'C" cannot therefore be imposed externally. 
The estimation
. The beginning of the argument is similar to the estimation of P[ B3 ] above. Lemma 5 is then used. We let diam(C) denote the diameter of C. Note that Y and q are in C (log n/ log logn)3j4 we choose the edge whose midpoint has minimum distance to the query point q. We find the triangle contain-(n -m)1i3 logn/ log log n ing q by traversing the triangles intersected by L = (y, q),
logn/loglogn. where y is the midpoint of the initially chosen edge.
We tested this procedure for random point sets of size n = 1000, 2000, . . ., 50000 ;thecoordinates were chosen randomly out of the unit square. In Figures 7 and 8, M. denotes the sample mean of the number of triangles visited, over a sample of 999 queries, and for a point set of size n; the coordinates of q (and the point set) are again chosen by random out of the unit square. Although the latter algorithm takes an average constant query time, the constant depends on the size of the buckets, hence depends on the amount of preprocessing performed in the buckets. We believe that when n is significantly big, e.g., n is greater than a million, the bucketing method might be the best solution for planar point locations.
In any case, remember that bucketing requires preprocessing and additional data struc- The size of the sample is set to m = 2nli4, for Delaunay triangulations of n points. The "distance" of a triangle to the query point q is calculated simply as the minimum distance of its three vertices to q. The triangle~that scores with the minimum distance is selected. We adjust its orientation such that q is on its positive side, i.e., q c r+.
., Second, we do a jump-and-stroll rather than a jumpand-walk:
namely, for each visited (oriented) triangle 7
we select some other face a of the tetrahedron incident to~(and in r+) such that o has the same orientation than T anda+. If no such u exists, the tetrahedron containing q has been found. If the new triangle u is a convex hull triangle, then we know that q lies outside the Delaunay triangulation.
In terms of the number of faces visited, jump-and-stroll can only be worse than jump-and-walk. However, since intersection tests in 3D are computationally more expensive than just plain orientation tests, it is not clear whether the jump-and-walk is actually faster in terms of CPU seconds or when counting geometric primitive operations.
(Empirical tests to this regard will be included in the full-paper version of this text.)
Analogous to Section 4, we ran the jump-and-stroll for Delaunay triangulations of random 3D point sets of size n, for n = 1000, 2000, . . . . 50000; one random set for each n. Each data set was then queried with 999 random points, and the number of tetrahedral visited is counted, yielding 999 numbers for each n. Figure 10 plots their sample means Mm. The corresponding confidence intervals were consistently smaller than +2.45Y0.6 Figure 11 plots the ratio Mn/nli4. It indicates that the constants in our analysis are low, i.e., less than 2.4.7 Moreovert the method compares well with the theoretically best possible O(log n), which assumes both preprocessing and additional storage. Figure 12 plots Mn/log2 n and shows that, for the observed range of n, the number of visited tetrahedral stays well under 3.5 logz n.
Closing Remarks
The full version of this text will include the complete proofs with all the details omitted here. We will also provide empirical evidence on jump-and-walk's efficiency in Delaunay triangulations of practical (but not random) point sets. Another question is, how does the method perform on non-Delaunay triangulations? Can we give a rigorous expected case analysis for arbitrary triangulations of random points?
